
Face recognition technology
FaceVACS-Entry CS

for quick capture of ISO-compliant facial images

 serves all applications that require the capture of standard-
compliant ID photos, including border crossing procedures

 quickly adjusts camera position to body height

 provides interactive user guidance that directs the user 
toward the correct position in front of the camera

 checks images for ISO compliance in real time

 uses the latest Cognitec FaceVACS© algorithm that works 
equally for all ethnicities and typical facial variations

 supports automatic or operator-triggered image acquisition

 easily integrates into any border control IT system

 supports the display of additional custom information from 
the integration environment

 slim design and flexible mounting methods allow for varied 
installation options
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panorama camera analyzes scene and detects the person’s 
face (or multiple faces)

mobile unit moves into optimal vertical position based on 
face location in less than 2 seconds

monitor shows live image of the person and animated user 
guidance for finding optimal facial position

active LED lighting illuminates the scene for optimized 
image capture

portrait camera captures portrait photos

software performs compliance check with the Full Frontal 
requirements of ISO 19794-5 and takes best-quality 
portrait photo

Features and process
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Cognitec is the only company worldwide that has worked exclusively on face recognition 
technology since its inception in 2002. Various independent evaluation tests have proven 
the premier performance of the FaceVACS® software. Cognitec’s portfolio includes 
products for facial image database search, recorded video investigation, real-time video 
screening and people analytics, border control, ICAO compliant photo capturing and facial 
image quality assessment. Corporate headquarters are located in Dresden, Germany; other 
offices in Rockland, MA, USA and Sydney, Australia. 
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Product components
FaceVACS-Entry CS consists of the P2 panel with user guidance, 
and the image check and acquisition software.

P2 Panel
 slim, lightweight design

 mounting angle requires minimal body rotation to the camera

 mobile unit contains monitor and portrait camera

 monitor displays mirrored live image, a moving face marker 
and static silhouette for face positioning, and other instructions

 fast height adjustment according to face position

	includes various VESA mounting options for installation on 
booths, counters, walls, or in free-standing pillars

 standard model measures 14 x 106 x 6 cm (w/h/d), and weighs 
7 kg (other dimensions upon request) 

Software
 performs continuous scene analysis to determine the optimal 

time for capturing:

 face fully visible and at the right distance from camera
 only one person visible
 selection of the best single image

 uses cutting-edge pattern recognition technologies to 
determine the quality characteristics of portrait images

 applies key measurements for ICAO/ISO Full Frontal Format 
compliance tests

 performs automated cropping of images

 provides facial images to the integration environment

 includes user-friendly API for easy integration into existing IT 
solutions

 reads barcodes and QR codes

The most reliable biometric 
photo check on the market!

Governments and private enterprises 
worldwide are using Cognitec’s 
technology to ensure that ID photos 
meet the facial image quality 
requirements for biometric photos. Ce
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